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Building on the data acquisition system designed by a 2018-
2019 senior design team design a test bed and test plan for 
testing generator performance during power swings, especially 
those near boundary of pole slipping 
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Objective
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Goals

1. Learn to use the present data acquisition system

2. Develop, test and implement test procedure for safely 
operating the generator

3. Integrate data from all measurement devices used in a 
time stamped and synchronized format for post 
process

4. Documentation.



Measurement System Topology
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Material of Testbed board

Polyvinyl chloride
Pros:
1) Cheap
2) Non-conductive
3) Environmentally friendly                             
4) Easy to cut

Cons:
1) Low heat resistance
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Design Considerations



Electronic wire
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Banana Plug

We use the same brand 
standard banana plug as 
the power lab for future 
replacement and use.
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Female Banana Plug
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Terminal Strip

⚫ We use terminal strip to solve 
the wire clutter problem

⚫ We use some jumpers to 
make series circuits easily.
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Connectors

1) Fork Connectors
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2)  Alligator Clips
Reasons that we do not use hook 
connectors

1) Its shape is difficult to fit a flat 
PVC board

2) More troublesome to install
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Connectors



Brass Adapter

◼Replace the test 
table

◼Convenience

◼Lower security
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Solid Model
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Testbed Front Panel
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Circuit Design
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Testbed Circuit
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Solid Model with Component Added
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Testbed
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Usability Test
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DC Circuit ⚫ V_R2 represent the terminal voltage, we set 
a ratio(21) in LabView which turns the 
scaled voltage to actual voltage

⚫ The DAQ should not exceed 11V. So, we 
should set 10V is our max

⚫ Calculate the ratio of DC power supply and 
multimeter reading by each test and get 
the average value of it.

Conclusion: The value of average ratio is 20.88 close to 21. This 
means the DC circuit part has the usability
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CT Shunt Resistance ⚫ CT shunt resistances are paralleled with 
current transformer

⚫ Simply use the law of resistance to measure 
the value of resistance

⚫ Compare the value shown by the power 
supply machine and the multimeter reading

Conclusion: The value of CT2 and CT3 has changed by unknow reason. 
The ratio of voltage to current is an exponential function, not a 
proportional relationship. CT1 has usability.

Usability Test



Future Work
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Test the usability of I_R3 and three PTs

Change CT2 and CT3 into new shunt resistance( 1ohm, 50W)

Change the heat sink which more suitable for resistances or 
add a fan

Integrate data from all measuring devices in timestamp and 
synchronized format for post-processing



Questions?
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Thank you very much
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Budget
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Test Data DC Circuit V_DC
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Test Data CT Shunt Resistance
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Test Data CT Shunt Resistance


